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ABSTRACT

This study aims to improve student learning outcomes by using cooperative learning model example non example type on the theme Beautifully togetherness with subtheme is cultural diversity of my nation. This research was conducted in class IV SDN Ciptawinaya Baleendah District, Bandung Regency. Student learning outcomes subtheme is cultural diversity of my nation is still running monotonically and less than optimal, because many factor such as the teacher still used conventional model is it like lecture. Students appear inactive in learning because the students are no longer the subject of learning But it becomes a passive object. The assessment used in this study is pretest test and posttest to know student learning outcomes, Assessment of confidence and observation sheet to know teacher and student activity During the learning process. The results showed an average increase From the assessment of confidence and learning outcomes. On the assessment of students' confident attitude of the average value of cycle I is 61,11 While in cycle II is 72,77 and cycle III is 75,97. Learning outcomes on cycles I 52,77 while in cycle II is 68,80 and cycle III 74,86. It shows that cooperative learning model example non example type Can improve student learning outcomes on the theme Beautifully togetherness with subtheme is cultural diversity of my nation in class IV SDN Ciptawinaya. Than, Cooperative Learning model Example Non Example model Can be used as one of the learning models to be applied to thematic learning with other themes and subthemes.
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